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More Customer Communication.
Lower Costs.
Digital Customer Communication
with the M/ Series
Initial situation
Their motto is „MORE CUSTOMER. LOWER COSTS.“, and eprimo are focused
on high quality service and customer friendly contractual conditions. In addition, eprimo is perfect for environmentally conscious customers, offering
low price green electricity and green gas contracts. A multitude of honors
from press and consumer organizations, not to mention an impressive
growth rate, show that the combination of price, service, and environmental
concern has been well received by the market.

OMS Project
Of course, the quality of customer communication is very important for
a company that takes their customer service so seriously. Against this
backdrop, a project was created for reforming document creation and
introducing an Output Management System (OMS) to centrally control the
output process for company communications. After a multi-step bidding
and selection process, the M/ Series emerged as the system best suited
to the job. Some of the deciding factors included the software‘s mastery
of all physical and digital output channels, the ability to integrate with the
existing IT infrastructure in accordance with SOA standards, and the fact
that the entire process chain, from document creation to output, comes
from a single provider.

Milestones
Over the course of approximately one year, the M/ Series was introduced
as a central OMS with integrated document creation. It collects print files
from various sources in different formats (raw XML files, test documents)
and processes them into individually designed business documents in the
corporate design.
• Batch printing and standard communications are automatically created, output, and archived from SAP files.
• Individual letters and smaller mailings from other source systems are
integrated into the central processing.
• The program established ambitious corporate design, with clear colors
and design vocabulary, whitespace management, and more.
Resources such as text models, forms, or graphics are efficiently administered and maintained with help from the M/Workbench design tool.
All business documents are created from this central template pool - this
provides flexibility during product development and is a prerequisite for
consistent corporate design.

The Company

eprimo GmbH was founded in
2005, and has been a discount
sales company for electricity
and gas since 2007. eprimo is
the regional utility provider for
electricity in southern Hesse.
They offer attractive green
power and green gas deals, and
have successfully established
themselves as a provider of
green energy products.
The company is continuously
honored in market studies and
provider comparisons for outstanding service and contract
conditions. Today, eprimo is
one of the leading federally
active energy sales companies
in Germany.

Digital Trailblazers
As an innovative energy provider with a dedicated ‚green‘ profile, eprimo
committed to strategic reorientation towards digital customer communication over the course of the one-year project. The new OMS offers the
required basic functions and works as a platform for managing and analyzing all participating document processes. For example, flexible output of
customer or event related documents to digital or physical output media.
In practice, it looks like this:
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Neuer Zählerstand:
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schön, dass unser Angebot Sie überzeugt hat. Und so geht es
weiter: Wir kündigen Ihren bisherigen Strom-Liefervertrag zum
nächstmöglichen Termin und übernehmen ab dann die Beliefe
rung mit günstigem eprimo-Strom.

Angegebener Verbrauch pro Jahr:
1.700 kWh

Sobald der Wechsel durchgeführt wurde, melden wir uns bei Ih
nen.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen nach Musterstadt







Ihre Maren Bruns
eprimo Kundenservice

Interessentennummer:
1234567890 bei Rückfragen bitte angeben

Ihr gewähltes Produkt
eprimoStrom PrimaKlima
Setzt sich zusammen aus:
Arbeitspreis (brutto):
Grundpreis/Monat (brutto):

24,22 ct/kWh
9,42 €

PrimaKlima-Bonus1:

80,00 €

Preisgarantie2:

bis zum 31.8.2016

Vertragslaufzeit:

bis zum 31.8.2016

Customer





Email messages
Reminders if required

Neue Zählernummer:
12345678

Guten Tag Herr Mustermann,

Eine Bitte noch: Prüfen Sie, ob wir Ihre Daten richtig erfasst ha
ben. Sollte etwas unklar sein, erreichen Sie uns bequem per
E-Mail, Fax oder über unsere kostenlose Service-Hotline.
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Invoice
printing

The OMS creates all documents required for the customer relationship (batch printing and individual letters) and saves them in a
document archive.
For customers taking part in the digital process, the OMS, after
the document has been successfully saved to the archive (recorded), sends an email message with information that there are new
documents in their personal eprimo portal. If the customer does
not open the document within 3 days, the OMS sends a reminder
message.
In the case of invoices that, 7 days after the message is sent, have
still not been downloaded by customers, M/OMS starts the printing
process and ensures the customer receives the message via post.

Corporate
Design

This is what documents in the
new corporate design look like,
whether they are in the electronic archive, on the customer
portal, or in the customer‘s
letterbox.

eprimo runs campaigns sharing the enormous advantages of digital communication with both regular and new customers.
• Massive time savings; no need to wait for the post
• Saved securely on the portal, available at any time
• Environmentally friendly: no printing, no paper, no transport
• Serious savings that are passed on to the customer
These campaigns are so successful that the number of participants
doubled in each of the first two years, and continues to rise. Printing and
shipping costs have already dropped by around 20%.

Result

The project has been successfully completed, and all project goals have
been reached. Customer communication is central and efficient, and the
new corporate design makes a lasting impression with customers - on
all communication channels. The planned savings and organizational
improvements have been realized. Not only that, the multi-channel OMS,
the hub of the document process, has paved the way for a future of digital
communication. There is still enormous economic and ecological potential
within the system that will be put to good use in the years to come. The
infrastructure is already set up and ready to go.

Contact
Want more information? Would
you like to speak to one of our
partners directly? We would be
happy to set up an appointment
for you.
kühn & weyh Software GmbH
Linnéstr. 1 – 3,
79110 Freiburg
Germany
www.kwsoft.com
E-mail info@kwsoft.com
Tel
0049 761 8852 – 0
Fax
0049 761 8852 – 666

